Of all that could be numbered, he found minutes most fertile in possibilities for novel and infinite calculation.
This was our first impression of the curious, and as we came to to know him, the winsome, child whom we had with us for six months' training and observation.
Although his age was less than six, Obadiah could number this school as his fourth. The winter after his fourth birthday, six weeks in a Montessori school started the misapplication of that method in his own home.
The next autumn, while he attended for two months a church kindergarten in Elizabethtown, his grandmother, with the grim aid of a stick, tried, with only temporary success, to mend the result of the year in which, by hysterical outbursts and consistent heedlessness of commands, he had run his own undisciplined way. Now, in the succeeding winter, Obadiah had been dropped from one of the best of the city special classes because he never obeyed and because he spent most of his school time in screaming and yelling.
Because of this malconformity in behavior which made it impossible to teach him with his fellows, and not because of his extraordinary talent for number, Mr. and Mrs. F. had brought their perplexing son to the Psychological Clinic. The curious concentration of this six-year-old upon number, however, and his consequent abstraction from other performances, were conspicuous from the moment that Obadiah, in a prim white suit, first stood in the laboratory, one February day, rapidly counting the windows before he put his first characteristic question, "How many floors has this school?" It was apparent in his reaction to every test. With space perception adequate to the task, he replaced all the blocks in the Witmer formboard, but it took him 76 seconds to do it the first time, for he worked excitedly, with his attention on other things, and remarked as he finished, "Eleven blocks. Eleven people were at the house this week."
In the cylinder test, at first, he played idly with the blocks, and repeated the examiner's directions with persistent echolalia. After he had placed four of the eighteen blocks by the trial and error method, often attempting to jam a large block into a small hole, Obadiah stopped work to count the recesses. To the examiner's command to get back to work he replied with the statement, "You have fourteen more blocks."
Since, therefore, this child who had never been taught arithmetic, fixed his attention so obstinately upon number, Dr This analytic diagnosis, it will be observed, was made, not on the basis of any "point system" for measuring intelligence, but as the judgment of trained psychologists upon their total observations of the behavior of the child. At the time of these clinic examinations, this behavior was too erratic and undisciplined to make possible, even if it had been considered essential, the giving of a series of tests such as the Binet Scale.
The rating of Obadiah's response to the Stanford Revision of the Binet Scale three months later, when "educational rapport" had been established, strikingly illustrates how, in certain exceptional cases, the indiscriminate acceptance of the technical rating might lead to a false diagnosis. 
